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Abstract

In this paper, we apply graphical models to facilitate quantita-

tive and qualitative investigations into the edit history of articles

posted on Wikipedia. Quantitatively, we use the models to measure

controversy arising from Wikipedia articles. Qualitatively, we use

the models to provide insights into the distribution of editor roles

associated with articles. The paper includes exercises that can be

integrated into an undergraduate course in graph theory or discrete

mathematics.

Wikipedia (wikipedia.org) is a website that contains content similar to

what might be found in a traditional encyclopedia. However, unlike a tra-

ditional encyclopedia, Wikipedia’s content is provided by millions of con-

tributors, called editors [10]. This broad spectrum of contributions leads to

questions regarding the correctness of the content. While the correctness

of traditional encyclopedias is verified by many experts before they are

printed, Wikipedia boasts that it is “self-correcting", meaning that over

time, articles improve from a multitude of contributions. In many cases,

this does indeed happen. However, sometimes these multiple contributions

are contradictory in nature and spiral into an ongoing controversy known

as a “Wikipedia edit war"[3],[4],[5]. An edit war “occurs when editors who

disagree about the content of a page repeatedly override each other’s con-

tributions, rather than trying to resolve the disagreement by discussion”
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[3]. Editors can add new content or delete existing content. (Replacing

content is viewed as deleting then adding.) Inherent to the collaborative

approach to writing Wikipedia articles is the possibility of disagreement be-

tween editors who wish to contribute to the same article. For each article,

Wikipedia provides the reader the capability to view the article’s history.

Some histories reveal instances of editors having reverted the work of other

editors [10]; one can see from the histories that certain articles are more

controversial than others.

Conflict in Wikipedia has generated a significant amount of interest

and consequently literature on the topic. In [8], Kittur et al. quantify the

distribution of conflict among Wikipedia articles in 10 different topic ar-

eas, finding that the topics of Religion and Philosophy are most contentious.

Several articles, including [13], explore the relationship between conflict and

language complexity; in [13], Yasseri et al. conclude that conflict or contro-

versy has the effect of reducing language complexity. Many articles focus on

different ways of measuring controversiality in Wikipedia. One simplistic

approach is to count the number of “mutual reverts," that is instances of

pairs of editors having reverted each other in the article. In [12], Yasseri

and Kertész develop a more sophisticated model based on mutual reverts.

Another approach is the Contributor Count Model, which uses the number

of editors of an article as a measure of its controversy [11]. In [7], Kittur

et al. develop an automated way of identifying the properties that make

an article high in conflict using “machine learning techniques and simple,

efficiently computable metrics." Their list of metrics includes the number of

revisions, number of anonymous edits, and number of reverts. In [9], Rad

and Barbosa compare five different methods for modelling and identifying

controversy in Wikipedia articles. One method in scope of their review is

the Basic Model, that we examine in detail in the next section of this paper.

Measuring Controversy in Articles

Recall that the Contributor Count Model uses the number of editors

of an article as a measure of its controversy. In this section, we focus on

an improvement to the Contributor Count Model that was developed by

Vuong et al. (see [11]); this is known in the literature as the Basic Model.

This model is based on bipartite graphs and is quite tractable for students

with only minimal exposure to graph theory.

First, we review some elementary terminology from graph theory. A
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graph is composed of a set of vertices and edges, where each edge con-

nects two vertices. A bipartite graph is a graph whose vertex set can be

partitioned into two subsets so that no edge of the graph extends between

vertices of the same subset. A directed graph is a graph where each edge

has a direction. A weighted graph is a graph where each edge is assigned

a numeric weight. The Basic Model for measuring article controversiality

is based on information from two directed weighted bipartite graphs; here,

we use the notation of [11]. The first graph we construct is the contribution

graph. For this graph, the vertex set consists of a set of editors {} and a
set of articles {}. A directed edge with weight  exists from vertex 
to vertex  if editor  contributed  words to article  in that article’s

history.

Exercise 1: Given the information in Table 1, students could be asked

to construct the associated contribution graph. Entry in row , column

 is , the number of words editor  contributed to article  in that

article’s history.

1 2 3 4
1 412 56 314 0

2 619 37 117 0

3 0 0 603 152

Table 1.

Solution:
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Figure 1. A contribution graph

The second relevant graph is a dispute graph. We say that a dispute

exists between a pair of Wikipedia editors of a particular article if at least

one of the editors has deleted words from the other according to the ar-

ticle’s edit history. A dispute graph is constructed as a weighted directed

bipartite graph as follows: the vertex set consists of a set of ordered pairs

{( )} of editors and a set of articles {}. A directed edge with weight
 exists from vertex ( ) to vertex  if there is a dispute between

editors  and  in article , and the number of editor  ’s words deleted

by editor  in the complete edit history of article  is .

Exercise 2: Given the information in Table 2, students could be asked

to construct the associated dispute graph. Entry in row ( ), column

 is , the number of editor  ’s words deleted by editor  in article .
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1 2 3 4
(1 2) 221 0 0 0

(2 1) 103 0 0 0

(1 3) 0 0 26 0

(3 1) 0 0 0 0

(2 3) 0 0 17 0

(3 2) 0 0 0 0

Table 2.

Solution:

Figure 2. A dispute graph

Exercise 3: Which editor was the largest contributor, in that he/she

contributed the most number of words to the set of articles?

Solution: The answer can be obtained from the contribution graph.

For each editor (vertex) , we sum the weights of the edges leaving . Ed-

itor 1 is the largest contributor, having contributed a total of 782 words.
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Exercise 4: Which article had the most number of words contributed?

Solution: Again, the answer can be obtained from the contribution

graph. For each article (vertex) , we sum the weights of the edges enter-

ing . Article 3 had the most number of words contributed, namely 1034.

Exercise 5: Which article is the longest, that is, has the most number

of words?

Solution: We include this question to highlight the difference between

it and the question posed in Exercise 4; the key is that the weights in the

contribution graph do not take into account the number of words deleted.

For this exercise, we require information from both the contribution and

dispute graphs. For article 1, we see that editor 1 contributed 412 words,

but 103 were deleted, and editor 2 contributed 619 words, but 221 were

deleted; this means the length of article 1 is 412− 103 + 619− 221 = 707
words. Article 2 had no deletions, and had contributions of 56 + 37 = 93

words. We can similarly calculate the lengths of the remaining articles: 3
has a length of 314 + 117 + 603− 26− 17 = 991 words and article 4 has a
length of 152 words. Hence, article 3 is longest.

Exercise 6: Does the data suggest any possible instances of edit wars,

that is, pairs of editors who repeatedly reverted each other?

Solution: From the dispute graph, we see that editors 1 and 2 re-

verted each other in article 1. This might suggest the possibility of an edit

war between 1 and 2 with 1 being a controversial article. However, note

that the graph does not capture the number of distinct interactions between

those editors. Perhaps each reverted the other only once, or perhaps the

changes happened repeatedly, over a series of interactions. We would need

to consult the article’s edit history in Wikipedia for this additional level of

detail.

Exercise 7: Recall that one simplistic model for detecting controversial

articles is the Contributor Count Model, which uses the number of editors

of an article as a measure of its controversy. According to this model, which

article is most controversial?

Solution: We would conclude that article 3 is the most controversial

since it had three distinct editors.
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At this point, students might be asked to consider whether a larger

number of editors should necessarily imply that the article is more con-

troversial. In fact, this leads to a significant drawback to the Contributor

Count Model, namely that it may “wrongly classify heavily edited high

quality articles to be controversial" [11].

The Basic Model improves upon the Contributor Count Model by taking

into account the amount of dispute in each article. In the Basic Model, the

controversy  of an article  is measured as:

 =

P
 P
 

Recall that  is the number of words from editor  to article  that

are deleted by editor , and  is the number of words that editor 
contributed to article  in that article’s history. Hence, the sum in the

numerator can be considered a quantification of the amount of dispute on

article , which has been normalized by dividing by the total contribution

to article .

Exercise 8: For each of the four articles in the exercises above, calcu-

late its controversy measure . According to this measure, which article

is most controversial?

Solution: 1 = 0314 2 = 0 3 = 0042 and 4 = 0. We therefore

conclude that article 1 is the most controversial. Note the contrast with

the findings from the Contributor Count Model, where article 3 was iden-

tified as the most controversial.

We clarify here that Vuong et al. have developed more sophisticated

models than the Basic Model. They compare the effectiveness of several

models, including Contributor Count and Basic (where unsurprisingly, their

metrics show that the Basic Model outperforms Contributor Count). Rad

and Barbosa also compare several models, including the Basic Model, in

their paper. We refer the interested reader to [11] and [9] for details.

Further Explorations into Edit Histories

In all of the graphical models from the previous section, both articles

and editors were represented by vertices. Alternatively, we can construct a
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graph that has as vertices only the editors, with edges used to encode how

authors contribute to the articles, and how editors interact with each other

while editing them.

One approach is to construct a colored, weighted directed graph as fol-

lows: label the vertices with the editors, and associate each article with

a color. Construct an edge from vertex  to , colored with color , and

assigned a weight  if editor  deletes  words of editor ’s work on article .

Exercise 9: Given the information in the table in Exercise 2, students

could be asked to construct the associated graph, using this approach.

Solution:

Note that in place of colors, we use dashed and non-dashed edges to differ-

entiate between articles.

Figure 3. A graph showing interaction between editors

The above example illustrates a benefit of this method over the approach

pursued in Exercise 2, namely that it reduces the number of vertices, which

facilitates the modeling of larger problems.

In [2], Brandes et al. present a modified version of this model, that

focuses on just one article (thereby reducing the complexity introduced by
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the multiple colors) but that captures different types of interactions among

editors of the article. They call their model an edit network ; below, we

record the method from [2] for constructing an edit network as the tuple

 = ():

1. The vertices  of the graph () correspond to the editors that have

done at least one revision on the article.

2. The directed edges  ⊆  ×  of the graph () encode the inter-

action among editors. A particular pair of editors ( ) ∈  ×  is

in , if  performed one of the following three actions with respect

to :

(a)  deletes text that has been written by ;

(b)  undeletes text that has been deleted by  (and written by a

potentially different editor );

(c)  restores text that has been written by  (and deleted by a

potentially different editor ).

Since editors may revise text written by themselves, loops (i.e. edges

connecting an editor with himself/herself) are allowed.

3.  is a set of attributes on edges, that encode how much text that

editors add, delete, or restore. (We note that the article [2] includes

a more extensive set of attributes than those we give here.) For each

pair of editors ( ) ∈  ×  :

(a) delete( ) denotes the number of words deleted by  that had

been written by ;

(b) undelete( ) denotes the number of words restored by , that

had been previously deleted by  (and written by a potentially

different editor );

(c) restore( ) denotes the number of words restored by , written

by  and deleted by a potentially different editor .

Large values of the weights delete( ) and undelete( ) imply a neg-

ative relationship between editors  and . The sum of these weights

delete( )+undelete( ) can be interpreted as a measure of how strongly

 disagrees with . Conversely, a large value of restore( ) suggests a pos-

itive relationship from  to  since  is defending ’s contributions against

deletions, and can therefore be interpreted as a measure of how strongly 
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agrees with  [2].

Exercise 10: Students could be asked how they might use a model

constructed in this way to address the following questions:

1. Who are the most active editors for a given article?

2. Are there editors who are particularly focused on deletion of content?

Restoration of content?

These questions can be more readily answered by visually enhancing

the graphical model to facilitate a qualitative exploration of an article’s

edit history. Brandes et al. suggest the following approach: make the

size of the vertices proportional to editor activity; color the vertices to

distinguish between editors that are mostly deleters (shaded darker) and

those that mostly add or restore text (shaded brighter); and alter the vertex

shapes so that flattened vertices mostly revise others and broad vertices

mostly get revised. One example configuration is shown in the figure below.

Note that this configuration exhibits a high degree of bipolarity, essentially

decomposing into two groups that mutually undo the edits of the other

group [2]. We can conclude from this that we have two groups of editors

that have contradicting opinions on the article’s subject.

Figure 4. A graph for quantifying an article’s edit history

If instructors are interested in implementing exercises that are similar in

spirit to the ones above but that are based on more extensive data sets, we
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note that the Stanford Network Analysis Project (SNAP) provides large

collections of data, including one of the complete Wikipedia edit history

from its inception through January 2008. This data is available for free

download from [6].
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